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Abstract—The training method, one teacher teaches one student to solve his programming mistakes by using one computer, costs a little time. In this study, the low-cost and effective modeling, which the teacher integrates the common mistakes by students into the programming simulator, is presented. In programming course, the basic and common mistakes made by the students are first listed and then the teacher takes these mistakes as the course objective of mastery learning. For each course objective, the corresponding mistakes are randomly generated by the programming simulator. Hence, the students can generate the wrong source codes and then finish the exercises to fix all mistakes by themselves. The wrong source codes are quite different when the students perform the programming simulator. Therefore, the students need to realize the programming principle instead of memorize the answers. Experimental results show that the students indeed master to fix these mistakes which are corresponding to the objectives.

Index Terms—Programming simulator, mastery learning, randomly generate, common mistakes.

I. INTRODUCTION

Programming skills are getting more and more important today. Many researches focus on how to improve the students’ performance in programming and industrial skills [1]-[5]. The famous teacher provides the “master learning” concept to the teacher to define the content and skills, which the teachers wanted students to learn. When students learn the content of one unit and the following unit goes later [6]. Bloom presented the concept of combination of the mastery learning with other useful method may to help students to learn better [7]. The study guided the teachers to think how to search the good methods to train the students. Information of the web site is the mastery learning approaches [8]. The important paragraph illustrates that mastery programs are effective to the students [9]. The authors provided the graphic user interface-based system to select test items [10].

The contributions of this study are as follows. First, the implementation of the programming simulator, which considered the objectives and the corresponding common mistakes, is presented to use in the programming course, such as data structure. It means that the programming simulator can be adjusted when the teachers modify the course objectives according to the students’ demands. Second, the programming skills of students are enhanced because the students can try to fix the different wrong source codes, which are randomly generated from the programming simulator. For each exercise with wrong codes, students must finish 100% mistakes until source code without mistakes can pass the compiler. Students can be confident to programming skills after several practices.

The organization of this study is as follows. Section II describes the motivation to involve the programming simulator for mastery learning. Section III discussed mastery learning method, which includes the course planning, the programming simulator, and mastery learning. Section IV illustrates results by utilizing the programming simulator into the course. Finally, some conclusions are made in Section V.

II. MOTIVATION

The students of University of Science and Technology are usually lack of motivation to actively learn the programming skills. Some students cannot buy the expressive training tools kits to enhance the programming skills. How can we develop the programming simulator with low-cost and easy-to-use?

A. Integrate the Programming Simulator into Data Structure

Mastery learning, which focuses on certain topics to train students, is useful to the programming-related courses. The programming skills, which should be developed for a long time with many practices, are very important and basic to the students of the electronic engineering departments. Therefore, the course designer plans to integrate the mastery learning into the programming-related courses, such as data structure. For the exercises in data structure, some students cannot finish the source code because there are some mistakes. The teacher should spend a little time to help all students to finish their exercises. Students do not learn very well because they do not practice the source codes many times. By the observation, the teacher first finds the common mistakes, which many students may make. Then the programming simulator, which integrates these mistakes, is developed by the teacher. During the course, the teachers observe students’ outcomes and determine practice times to the programming simulator. Summary, this programming simulator is low-cost but effective because the simulator is designed by the teachers according the programming mistakes in this course.

III. METHOD

In this section, course planning which the teacher observes the common mistakes from the students, the learning sheet which contains a little of operations of the programming simulator by students in physical classroom, and mastery learning to help the students, are as follows.
A. Course Planning

Originally, the teacher first finds the learning objectives after observing the students. Then the teacher implements the programming simulator to train students. In the physical course, students are merged into several groups. The students generate the exercises with some mistakes and then the students try to fix these mistakes. After several testing times, students integrate these data into the recording file and upload them to the school server.

![Diagram of the programming simulator](image)

(a) course without master learning  
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the programming simulator for mastery learning.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objectives of the Programming Simulator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Know the operation of mastery learning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Learn the use of symbols, such as double quotes, comma, and semicolon, in the source codes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Apply the use of sub-routine, for loops and variable definition.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Practically, the objectives, which teachers want to train the students, are first defined. In Table I, three objectives are found to train the students in programming skills. In Table II, the mistakes, which are corresponding to the objectives, are briefly shown. The wrong examples are listed in the right column. In Table III, the suggested answers are shown and help students to finish the exercises (i.e. pass the compiler) [11]. Of course, the other answers, which can pass the compiler, are also allowed. For example of the mistake which is labeled 2, the suggested answer is `printf(\"n\n\")`. The other answers, such as `printf(\"n\")`; or `printf(\"n\n\")`; are also right answers. The standard is that students could pass the compiler because students are asked to capture the successful message and paste them in the learning sheet which is shown in Fig. 2.

B. Learning Sheet for Mastery Learning

B.S. Bloom [1] mentions that the individual differences in learners should be considered in the physical course. In this programming course, the practice time (defined as t) is set to be 3. It means that the three (t=3) practice times are enough to learn the course objective. Hence, the learning sheet used in the exercise is shown in Fig. 2(a). In the first exercise, students should copy the wrong code in the Exercise 1-1. After passing the compiler [11], students should copy the right codes to Exercise 1-2. Besides, the successful screen must be also listed the Exercise 1-3. The similar operations are used from Exercise 2-1 to Exercise 3-3. Therefore, by using the programming simulator containing the course objectives, the students in each group can be mastery learning for the objectives in Table I after fixing the all mistakes (like

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table II and Table III)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description of mistakes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Mistakes of sub-routine, for loops and variable definition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Mistake of double quotes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Mistake of semicolon.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Mistakes of semicolon, colon, and comma.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Other errors.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Learning Sheet for mastery learning(unit 1)

Exercise 1-1: The wrong code with mistakes  
Exercise 1-2: The right code without mistakes  
Exercise 1-3: The successful running results  
Exercise 2-1: The wrong code with mistakes  
Exercise 2-2: The right code without mistakes  
Exercise 2-3: The successful running results  
Exercise 3-1: The wrong code with mistakes  
Exercise 3-2: The right code without mistakes  
Exercise 3-3: The successful running results

(a) original learning sheet assigned to students

(b) more descriptions for learning sheet

Learning Sheet for mastery learning(unit 1)

First time to practiced (t=1)

Exercise 1-1: The wrong code with mistakes  
Exercise 1-2: The right code without mistakes  
Exercise 1-3: The successful running results

Second time to practiced (t=2)

Exercise 2-1: The wrong code with mistakes  
Exercise 2-2: The right code without mistakes  
Exercise 2-3: The successful running results

Third time to practiced (t=3)

Exercise 3-1: The wrong code with mistakes  
Exercise 3-2: The right code without mistakes  
Exercise 3-3: The successful running results

(b) more descriptions for learning sheet
Fig. 2(b) shows the more descriptions for learning sheet. According to the above discussion, the practice time is set to be three times. In each practice time, the tasks are to finish three exercises. For example, the first time to practice \( (r=1) \) is to finish Exercises 1-1, 1-2 and 1-3. Each practice contains four steps, including 1) generate the wrong code by using the programming simulator; 2) paste the wrong code on the free complier Dev C++[11]; 3) fix all bugs which are randomly generated in step (1) and the students can run the codes after fixing these bugs; and 4) capture the successful screen when the programming code performs without any bugs. Moreover, the four dotted lines, which connect the operation steps and the corresponding exercises, are used to show the relationship between the students’ operations and the learning sheet. For example, the dotted line, which is marked (a), denotes the connection from step 1 to Exercise 3-1. Similarly, the dotted line, which is marked (b), shows the connection from step 2 to Exercise 3-1. Hence, the students finish Exercise 3-1 after making the steps 1 and 2. Exercises 3-2 and 3-3 are finished after the students making the steps 3 and 4, respectively.

According to above descriptions, the learning sheet is designed to guide the students how to make several practices, see Fig. 2. In fact, the format of the learning sheet can be adjusted according to the training objectives. Fig. 2(b) shows that each practice \( (r=1, 2 \text{ or} 3) \) has four steps and the students can sequentially record their wrong code with mistakes, their right code without mistakes and the successful screen results. For the objectives that are made by the teachers, the students can develop and speed up their programming skills after many practice times.

C. Design and Implement the Programming Simulator

To enhance the programming skills, the programming simulator, which is discussed in this section in detail, provides the exercises to make students learn-by-doing [12]. The teaching concept is that much practice for the similar exercises with wrong code makes the students learn the programming skills better.

The outline of the programming simulation is shown in Fig. 3. First, the students’ demands are used to set the course objectives, see TABLE II and Fig. 4. Second, for each objective, the teachers’ defined mistakes to make students learn the use of codes, see TABLE II. In TABLES II and III, the mistakes are just taken for example. In fact the more mistakes can be designed to help the students. Third, the pre-defined mistakes are randomly generated and the mistakes are similar but a little different. Finally, all mistakes are recorded and integrated into a test file with the mistakes, see Fig. 5.

D. Mastery Learning Procedure

Before the course, the teaching activities of this course are as following:

1) Teacher observes the students and finds the mistakes to determine the learning g objectives, see Table I. In fact, the number of g is suggested to be designed according to the background and the learning motivations of the students. Too many objectives makes the test files larger. Therefore, the students should spend a little time to fix these mistakes \( (g=3 \text{ in this study}) \).

2) The programming simulator, which makes from \( g1 \) to \( g2 \) mistakes for each objective, is designed to train students, where \( g1 \) and \( g2 \) are the lower and upper times for each objective, respectively.

In the course, students are divided into a set of groups to finish the programming exercises that are generated by the programming simulator. This procedure is as follows:

(P.1) Students of each group should download the learning sheets (Fig. 2) and the programming simulator (Fig. 3).

(P.2) In the first time, the exercise with wrong mistakes is generated and is pasted on the C language compiler [11].

(P.3) Students try to fix these mistakes by discussing with the students and the teacher, see test file in Fig. 6.

(P.4) In the second time, run steps P.2 to P.3;

(P.5) In the third time, run steps P.2 to P.3;

(P.6) Students integrate the results into the learning sheet (Fig. 2) and upload the learning sheet (Fig. 2) to the school server.

![Fig. 4. Illustrate the relationship between the objectives and mistakes.](image)

![Fig. 5. Illustration of the programming simulator randomly generates and integrates mistakes into a test file for students.](image)
E. The Physical Course of Mastery Learning

A simple example is used to illustrate how the programming simulator is used for mastery learning, see Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. First, the pre-defined three codes are generated randomly because the function of the “rand()%3+1” produces the numbers of 1, 2, and 3, respectively. The wrong code with mistakes is generated by using the programming simulator, see Fig. 3, Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. Third, the students in each group may fix the different wrong codes, see Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. The students are not boring and know the programming skills for different types. The operation of the physical course is illustrated in Fig. 8. Students 1 and 2, which are group into a team, are discussed to each other (Step 1 in Fig. 8). When they meet the serious mistake, they can ask the teacher for help (Step 2 in Fig. 8). Finally, they try to fix all mistakes (Step 3 in Fig. 8).

IV. RESULTS

In this study, the course objective is set to be 3 (g=3, see Table I) and makes students learn the following skills:

(Goal 1) Know the operation of mastery learning.

(Goal 2) Learn to use the symbols, such as double quotes, comma, and semicolon, in the source codes.

(Goal 3) Apply the use of sub-routine, for loops and variable definition.

In this course, there are 55 students to learn the data structure. Students are divided into groups. The questionnaires are from 53 students to summarize their opinions about this programming simulator. The teacher observes the content is small size programming exercise and the practice time is set to 3 (i.e. M=3) to achieve the mastery learning. Actually, the practice time is determined according to the number of objectives, the background of the students and the difficulty of the programming exercises. According to the computer equipments with the programming simulators, at most P (P is set to 2 in the study) students are merged into a group.

Table III is the questionnaire from the students. The results of the questionnaire are most positive and most of them agree that the programming simulator is effective to enhance the programming skills. Item 1 denotes that students agree the arrangement for the additional programming simulator. Fig. 9 illustrates the distribution of points 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. Item 2 show that students know mastery learning is to learn the one topic iteratively. Items 3 explores if students like the programming simulator of the simulator. The result is shown in TABLE III and Fig. 10. The course objective is to train the ability to place the comma. Item 5 shows the course objective are good because the results of “I learn whether to place symbol “comma” or not for the source codes” is 4.25 and the result is quite positive. Summary, the questionnaire distribution is shown in Fig. 11. For all items, students assign the high points. It means that most responses from students are quite positive.
The low-cost and effective learning modeling is developed and utilized into the programming course. According to the course objectives, the common mistakes of the programming skills are considered and integrated into the programming simulator. Each time, the wrong source codes are randomly generated and the students try to fix these mistakes until all mistakes are solved. The learning sheet is given to help the students to record the wrong codes with mistakes, right codes without mistakes and the successful results. When the students finish these exercises, which are assigned by the teachers, the students may fix the similar bugs more efficiently. Experimental results show that the students like to use the programming simulator because they learn to fix the common mistakes by iteratively utilizing the programming simulator.
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